We show that the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) is the phenomenological dynamical law of evolution unraveled in the classical limit from a timeless formulation in terms of probability amplitudes conditioned by the values of suitably-chosen internal clock variables, thereby unifying the conditional probability interpretation (CPI) and the semiclassical approach for the problem of time in quantum theory. Our formalism stems from an exact factorization of the Hamiltonian eigenfunction of the clock + system composite, where the clock and system factors play the role of marginal and conditional probability amplitudes, respectively. Application of the Variation Principle leads to a pair of exact coupled pseudo-eigenvalue equations for these amplitudes, whose solution requires an iterative self-consistent procedure. The equation for the conditional amplitude constitutes an effective "equation of motion" for the quantum state of the system with respect to the clock variables. These coupled equations also provide a convenient framework for treating the back-reaction of the system on the clock at various levels of approximation. At the lowest level, when the WKB approximation for the marginal amplitude is appropriate, in the classical limit of the clock variables the TDSE for the system emerges as a matter of course from the conditional equation. In this connection, we provide a discussion of the characteristics required by physical systems to serve as good clocks. This development is seen to be advantageous over the original CPI and semiclassical approach since it maintains the essence of the conventional formalism of quantum mechanics, admits a transparent interpretation, avoids the use of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, and resolves various objections raised on them.
INTRODUCTION
The time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) is commonly regarded as the fundamental equation of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics since it governs the spatio-temporal evolution of the wavefunction [1] . The time-independent Schrödinger equation (TISE), on the other hand, is viewed as subsidiary of the TDSE because it can be derived from the latter by a separation of variables when the Hamiltonian operator is independent of time [1] .
However, there is something unsettling about timedependent quantum mechanics: the spatial variables define a configuration space that contains the possible outcomes of position measurements performed on the system by an observer, which are given by the eigenvalues of the position operator, whereas the time variable plays the role of a parameter indicated by an external clock (a classical instrument) with no time measurements contemplated and, consequently, no time operator featuring in the formalism [2] . As a result of time not being an observable the time-energy uncertainty relation has a different character from the uncertainty relation involving any pair of noncommuting observables; in particular, the method for its derivation and its interpretation depend * jularce@univalle.edu.co on the physical context. A historical account of the role of time in quantum mechanics is provided in Ref. [3] and the time-energy uncertainty relation is reviewed in Ref. [4] .
The involvement of an external clock implies that the TDSE really describes an open system [5] , albeit in the idealized limit that the back-reaction of the system on the clock is negligible [2(a)], so that relaxation and decoherence effects are imperceptible and the dynamics become unitary for practical purposes. Hence, it appears that if a truly closed system is to be considered its description should be fully based on the TISE [6] [7] [8] . If such an unorthodox view is taken seriously one is led to ask how time emerges from this fundamentally timeless framework. This question is particularly critical in quantum cosmology since, after all, the cosmos is the ultimate closed system.
In the field of quantum gravity the situation is further complicated because quantum mechanics and general relativity treat time in incompatible ways, the former as part of a fixed Newtonian background, the latter as part of a coordinatization of the spacetime manifold, which implies that it cannot be singled out in the theory since the equations of general relativity are covariant under spacetime coordinate transformations and physical results are independent of the coordinatization. The "problem of time" in the context of quantum gravity is reviewed in Ref. [9] , but it must be realized that it is more general.
Several solutions to the problem of time have been proposed. One of them consists of coupling the system to a "quantum clock" [10] , but it turns out that the "time" defined by such clock exhibits some awkward characteristics like nonlocality, nonuniversality and quantization, and that a well-resolved time measurement must introduce a large perturbation into the system. The resulting state of affairs has been eloquently summarized by Peres [10(a)]: "It thus seems that the Schrödinger wave function Ψ(t), with its continuous time evolution given by i Ψ = HΨ, is an idealization rooted in classical theory. It is operationally ill defined (except in the limiting case of stationary states) and should probably give way to a more complicated dynamical formalism, perhaps one nonlocal in time. Thus, in retrospect, the Hamiltonian approach to quantum physics carries the seeds of its own demise."
The first sentence of Peres's statement is the observation that the TDSE is not a fully quantum-mechanical but rather a hybrid quantal-classical equation of motion, because time appears to be a meaningful concept only at the classical level. Therefore, it seems natural to seek quantal variables that can play the role of clocks in the classical limit. This is the strategy followed by Briggs and coworkers, who have shown that the TDSE for the system results from the TISE of the clock + system composite by first decoupling the clock variables from the rest of the degrees of freedom (DOFs), employing the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation, and then using the WKB approximation for the clock variables [8] . A somewhat similar method was used earlier by Englert [7] . Moreover, Briggs and Rost have shown that a timeenergy uncertainty relation for the system can be deduced from the position-momentum uncertainty relation of the clock [8(a,e)]. Since a measurement is made at a particular instant (or interval) of time, in this approach the probabilistic interpretation (PI) [2] is introduced after the clock variables have been identified. Hence, it appears that the roles of the TDSE and the TISE have been inverted: the latter is the fundamental equation of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, after all, since the former can be derived from it in the semiclassical limit. An analogous procedure can be applied in the relativistic quantum domain [8(a,b) ,9,11]; in particular, the semiclassical BO/WKB scheme has been widely employed in canonical quantum gravity after the pioneering work of Banks [11] , because its fundamental equation, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation [12] , does not involve a time variable explicitly.
More radical programs on the problem of time pursue the construction of a conceptually and formally consistent quantum theory that includes the PI but avoids any a priori conception of time [6, 7, 9, [13] [14] [15] [16] . Some of them seek an internal relational "time", which in a sense resembles the external classical time, and an associated law that provides an effective description of dynamical evolution [6, 7, [14] [15] [16] , in tune with the second sentence of Peres's statement quoted above. A strategy of this sort is the conditional probability interpretation (CPI) of Page and Wootters [6] whose basic tenet is to extract the dynamical evolution of the system's state from the conditional dependence of probabilities on the value of an internal clock variable.
All proposed solutions to the problem of time present their own conceptual and technical difficulties [6(c),9,17] . In this paper we point out that the BO/WKB and CPI schemes can be unified into a single framework, which is advantageous because it entails only a small reinterpretation of the conventional quantum-mechanical formalism, affords a derivation of the TDSE without recourse to the BO approximation, and resolves various objections raised on the original schemes. We work within the nonrelativistic formalism, but our development can be adapted to the quantum-gravitational realm.
In Section II, the observation that the TDSE can be interpreted as an equation of motion conditioned by the classical state of a clock leads us to consider how the state of the system, given that the clock is in a particular pure state, can be represented. In Section III we achieve this rigorously by employing an exact factorization of the composite system's eigenfunction in terms of marginal and conditional amplitudes [18] for the clock variables and the remaining DOFs, respectively. Then, we employ the Variation Principle to generate exact coupled equations for such amplitudes [19] . In Section IV, by introducing suitable clocks we reduce the conditional equation to the TDSE. Then, in this context we analyze the conditions required by physical systems to serve as good clocks. In Section V we critically discuss our development and its implications, in particular its advantages over the original BO/WKB and CPI schemes.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Let us consider a quantum system with spatial coordi-
dictates the evolution of its wavefunction with respect to the time t, which is a parameter indicated by an external classical clock. Although such clock "ticks away" practically oblivious of the system, for the very concept of time to be meaningful there must exist at least a residual correlation between the quantal and classical states of the system and clock, respectively [6, 7] , a situation that we may call "classical correlation". Within the PI of quantum mechanics [2] such classical correlation can be construed as meaning that Ψ(x|t) is the conditional probability amplitude for the system to be in configuration x provided that the clock is in the configuration parametrized by t [6] , hence the bar we employ for separating the two kinds of variables. (For simplicity, when we speak of the probability of a system to be "in a particular configuration" we actually mean "in an infinitesimal neighborhood around a particular configuration".)
Therefore, in the light of these considerations we interpret the TDSE (1) as a conditional equation of motion. Since the clock is constituted by atoms it must be ultimately governed by quantum laws as well. This elicits two closely related questions: First, how is it that the clock gets to behave classically so as to serve as a timeindicating device? This is the venerable problem of the classical limit of quantum mechanics [1,2(b) ]. Second, how does the quantal correlation between the system and the clock become a classical correlation? In this paper we address the second question, taking for granted the classical limit. In particular, we set out to demonstrate that the TDSE is the dynamical law of evolution for the system that emerges in the classical limit from the conditional dependence of the configurational probability amplitude on the values of internal clock variables.
We begin by considering the system as a part of an essentially isolated composite quantum system, whose remaining part will eventually play the role of a clock. By "essentially isolated" we mean that the composite system neither interacts nor is correlated in any way with the rest of the world [7] , i.e. it is a "universe" in itself. Then, following other authors [6-8, 11, 13-17] we postulate that the composite system is in a Hamiltonian eigenstate belonging to a Hilbert space H, i.e.
where R ≡ R 1 , R 2 , . . . are the spatial coordinates of the clock. Thus, here we depart from Peres's view expressed in the third sentence of his statement quoted in Sec. I. Next, we conveniently partition the composite Hamiltonian asĤ
where the first and second terms are Hamiltonians for the system and clock, respectively, and the third term represents the interaction between them. This interaction makesĤ nonseparable and, consequently, Φ(x, R) nonfactorizable into system and clock wavefunctions (pure states). In other words, since the system and the clock, considered independently, are open their states must be improper mixtures [2, 5] . Therefore, the state of the system (clock) irrespective of the state of the clock (system) can be represented by a reduced density matrix [2, 5] . Nevertheless, to establish a connection with the conditional interpretation stated above, we must recognize that if the clock is to indicate a definite time it must be in a pure state. Then we pose the question: how can the state of the system be represented given that the clock is in a pure state? Below we show that this can be done compactly by means of a suitably-defined conditional probability amplitude. Before proceeding, it is necessary to clarify our language. Our framework of timelessness and essential isolation precludes the a priori incorporation of the conventional concept of measurement, simply because measurements are performed by observers at certain times, and forbids external observers, although internal ones could still be considered a posteriori. That is why we adopt a "realist" point of view and say that a system has a probability of being in a certain configuration, instead of assuming an "operational" standpoint and saying that a system has a probability of being observed (measured) in a certain configuration [2(a)]. For classical systems the two viewpoints are practically equivalent, but for quantal ones they are not. Hence, we are led to renounce the Copenhagen interpretation [2] and subscribe to the relative-state (or many-worlds) interpretation of the wavefunction [2, 20] , as is commonly done in quantum gravity and cosmology [9, 12, 13].
III. MARGINAL-CONDITIONAL FACTORIZATION (MCF) OF THE JOINT EIGENFUNCTION
We postulate that |Φ(x, R)| 2 provides the joint probability density for the system and the clock to be in configurations x and R, respectively:
This is a well-defined quantity because x and R commute. Moreover, Bayes's theorem establishes that the latter can be exactly factorized as [2(b),5]
where
is the marginal probability density for the clock to be in configuration R irrespective of the configuration of the system, and ρ con (x|R) is the conditional probability density for the system to be in configuration x provided that the clock is in configuration R . (Throughout this paper, integrals such as that appearing in Eq. (6) are understood to be definite over the entire pertinent configuration space). The normalization of ρ joint (x, R),
automatically implies the normalization of ρ mar (R) and the local normalization of ρ con (x|R),
dxρ con (x|R) = 1.
By "local" we mean at a particular point of the R configuration space.
Eq. (5) can be extracted from the basic expression of the CPI [6] , T r(P APBρPB ) = T r(P BρPB )p(A|B), where p(A|B) is the conditional probability for the system to have the value A of the observableÂ given that the observableB has the value B,ρ is the density operator of the composite system andP A(B) is the projection operator onto theÂ(B) subspace, by taking A = x, B = R,P x = |x >< x|,P R = |R >< R|, and ρ = |Φ >< Φ|. Clearly,ρ joint = T r(P xPRρPR ) and ρ mar = T r(P RρPR ).
Following Hunter we transfer the MCF of ρ joint (x, R) to the joint probability amplitude [18] :
This factorization is exact as long as
so that
(From Eq. (11) onward we express integrals over the system configuration variables by means of angular brackets). The presence of the local phase e iα(R) , with α(R) real, in the definitions (11) and (12) permits that X and Ψ be complex even if Φ is real. The normalization conditions (7)-(9) now read
Evidently, X(R) = Ψ(R)|Φ(R) and Ψ(x|R) can be interpreted as marginal and conditional probability amplitudes, respectively. It is quite remarkable that the joint eigenfunction of the entangled system + clock composite can be written in the product form (10) , where the (nonlocal, EPR) quantum correlations [2, 6, 7] of the system with the clock are embodied in the conditionalparametric dependence of Ψ on R . Hence, clearly Ψ is not a wavefunction for the system in the conventional sense. To clarify the nature of this function let us first consider the mean value of an observable pertaining to the system alone:
We observe that A S is the average of the local quantities A S (R) ≡ Ψ(R)|Â S |Ψ(R) with the role of the distribution function played by ρ mar [Eq. (13)]. Since A S (R) can be interpreted as a conditional expectation value we see that Ψ(x|R) plays the role of a conditional wavefunction, from which conditional quantities for the system can be evaluated following the prescriptions of conventional quantum mechanics locally.
Within the relative-state interpretation [2, 20] this function plays the role of a conditional relative state. Furthermore, taking into account Eq. (17) we observe that dR Ψ(R)|Ψ(R) = V, with V the volume of the clock's configuration space. In Sec. IV we will see that a clock can afford an infinite record of time only if V → ∞, so in that case Ψ(x|R) is not globally normalizable despite the fact that Φ(x, R) is. Therefore Φ inhabits the Hilbert space H = H S ⊗ H C , while, in general, Ψ inhabits only the "local" Hilbert space H S (R). On the other hand, X(R) is a genuine wavefunction for the clock, inhabiting the Hilbert space H C , and we will call it marginal wavefunction.
The global normalization of Φ(x, R) [Eq. (15)] together with the local normalization of Ψ(x|R) [Eq. (17) ] is all we need for a consistent PI of the formalism. Hence, our approach is free from the normalization problem afflicting the "naïve" PI [9] .
It is worthwhile to mention the following point. For X(R) to have a zero at R 0 Φ(x, R 0 ) must vanish at all x [see Eq. (11)]. Moreover, in this case, for Ψ(x|R 0 ) to be well behaved Φ(x, R) must approach zero faster than X(R) as R → R 0 at all x [see Eq. (10)]. This is an unlikely situation, so X(R) in general is a nodeless function. A more rigorous proof of this statement is given in Ref. [21] .
We now apply the Variation Principle δ <Ĥ >= 0 to the derivation of the equations that govern the behavior of X(R) and Ψ(x|R) . Following Gidopoulos and Gross [19] we set up the functional
where the first term is the expectation value of the composite system's energy, the second term ensures the local normalization of Ψ(x|R) at every point of R-space and the third term ensures the normalization of X(R)
with m n andP n the mass and momentum operator of the clock's n-th DOF, respectively, andT C = n (2m n ) −1P 2 n the clock's kinetic-energy operator. In Eqs. (20) and (21) an operator within an angular-bracketed or squarebracketed expression, respectively, acts only on the function in front of it.
At the outset we make the following observations about these equations: First, they constitute a pair of exact coupled pseudo-eigenvalue equations, where the terms in parentheses on their left-hand sides play the roles of effective clock and system Hamiltonians, with X and Ψ the respective eigenfunctions. Let us now analyze the terms of these equations. In the marginal equation (20) the second and third terms of the effective Hamiltonian are mean-field kinetic and potential couplings of the clock with the system, respectively. The vector-potential-like mean field Ψ|m −1 nP n |Ψ vanishes if the phase carried by Ψ(x|R) is independent of R. We call "effective clock potential" the quantity
with V C (R) the potential present inĤ C , which is seen to be analogous to a BO potential-energy surface. In the conditional equation (21) (21) by ρ mar (R)Ψ * (x|R) and then integrate over x and R, taking into account Eqs. (16) and (17) . Comparison of both results indicates that E = dRλ(R) = dR(λ(R)/ρ mar (R)) , so that λ(R)/ρ mar can be interpreted as a local energy.
It is worthwhile to notice that ifĤ I vanishes identically, so that Ψ becomes independent of R , then Eq. (20) becomes the TISE for the isolated clock, with E C = ǫ, and Eq. (21), after multiplication by ρ mar followed by integration over R, becomes the TISE for the isolated system, with E S = dRλ(R) − E C .
IV. CLOCKS AND THE UNRAVELING OF THE TDSE
Eq. (21) can be interpreted as an "equation of motion" for the system's quantum state with respect to the clock variables consistent with the TISE (2). However, clearly this equation lacks evolution since it does not involve a law that organizes the values of R in a specific sequence. For the subsystem we have been calling "the clock" to actually deserve that title it must provide such law.
We call "ideal clock" a system that can indicate a definite time and provide an infinite record of it. Even if ideal clocks do not exist, the empirical fact that the TDSE provides a superb approximation for the description of nonrelativistic quantum phenomena in conventional laboratory settings [1] guarantees that at least good approximations to them do exist.
The present formalism does not involve the introduction of a time operator, which can be problematic [3, 4, 10, 17] . Instead, in Eq. (21) time must somehow emerge from the coupling of the system with the clock, which depends explicitly on the nature of the marginal wavefunction X(R).
The TDSE can be derived from Eqs. (20) and (21) following the same strategy as in the BO/WKB approach [8, 9, 11] : first Eq. (20) is adiabatically decoupled from Eq. (21), then the WKB approximation for X(R) is used, and finally the classical limit for the clock variables in Eq. (21) is taken. Here we revisit this approach following a "reverse-engineering" procedure, i.e. we assume the existence of ideal clocks and then determine the approximations required for the emergence of the TDSE from Eq. (21) . Then we critically analyze the conditions under which typical physical systems can approach ideal clocks. This will turn out to be an instructive exercise.
Let us first consider a linear clock [8(a),10(b)]. A simplified physical realization of such clock is a structureless ball moving freely, say in the Z direction, along a ruler with equally-spaced markings. The "ticking" corresponds to the consecutive passing of the ball by the markings. The marginal eigenfunction then is the plane
with A the constant amplitude and P Z0 the momentum eigenvalue of the ball. Substitution of Eq. (23) into Eq. (21) yields
where m and P 2 Z0 /2m are the mass and kinetic energy of the ball, and V C (Z) was set equal to zero since the ball is free. In the classical limit P Z0 = h/λ → ∞, P Z0 = mŻ and, integrating, Z(t) = Z(0) + m −1 P Z0 t. By noticing that [8] (ŻP Z )Ψ = −i dZ dt
we thus obtain
where the dependence on Z(t) was equivalently expressed as a dependence on t. This is a differential equation of second order in the spatial and temporal variables for the quantum state of the system conditioned by the classical state of the clock, the latter being parametrized by t and characterized by the constant momentum of the ball. The exactness of this equation depends only on the precision with which the physical clock approximates an ideal classical linear clock.
On taking the classical limit above time was introduced as a continuous parameter. Since the clock's ticking is discrete, this presupposes also taking the limit of the spacing between the markings going to zero. But nothing prevents us from working with a discrete time parameter [10(a,b) ], which would turn Eq. (26) into a differentialdifference equation. Since our goal is to derive the (differential) TDSE, for now we will stick to a continuous time.
The classical P Z0 = mŻ → ∞ limit allows three possibilities: (i) m → ∞,Ż → ∞, (ii) m finite,Ż → ∞, and (iii) m → ∞,Ż finite. In all three cases the third term of Eq. (26) vanishes (unlessΨ → ∞, a possibility we do not entertain since we assume that Ψ is well behaved). However, under typical laboratory conditions cases (i) and (ii) are not realistic because the speed of the classical ball is very small in comparison with the average speeds of the particles making up the quantal system. To analyze the more realistic case (iii) we first note that in the m → ∞,Ż → 0 limit the third term remains finite only ifΨ ∝Ż ℓ , with ℓ ≥ 2. ButΨ should depend smoothly onŻ, so ifŻ 0 thenΨ 0 too. Therefore, in this case the time variations of Ψ are very smooth.
After neglecting the third term of Eq. (26), the last two terms can be eliminated by the gauge transformation [8] 
which finally produces the (first-order) TDSE for the system's gauged conditional wavefunction,
Several comments about this equation are in order. First, it emerges independently of the eigenvalue E in Eqs. (2) and (20); in particular, since the zero of energy is conventional, we could set E = 0 in analogy with the Hamiltonian constraint of quantum gravity [9, 12] . Second, the sign of the time-derivative term is dictated by the sign of the exponent in Eq. (23), which is conventional as well. Thus, just like the distinction between forward and backward motion in Eq. (23) is meaningless, the distinction between past and future in Eq. (28) is also meaningless [13] . Third, ifĤ I ≈ 0, i.e. if there is only a residual interaction between the system and the clock (all that is needed to establish the classical correlation alluded to in Sec. II) the time-derivative term remains, as it originates from the "chronogenic" fourth term in the lefthand side of Eq. (21), independently of the strength of the interaction. However, in this case the time-derivative term can be removed by the simple phase transformatioñ Ψ(x|t) = e ∓iES t/ ψ(x), which produces the TISE for the systemĤ S ψ(x) = E S ψ(x) [1, 8] .
Let us now examine the conditions under which our physical clock can approximate the ideal linear clock. Evidently the plane wave (23) can be a solution of Eq. (22)]. The first condition can be met only if the R-variations of Ψ are very much smoother than the ones of X. This is indeed the case because the ball, being classical, possesses a comparatively very small de Broglie wavelength λ, whereas, according to the discussion above Eq. (27), the R-variations of Ψ, which dictate its time variations (Ψ constant), are very smooth. This in turn implies thatT C ≈ 0, so that U C (R) ≈ Ψ(R)|Ĥ S +Ĥ I |Ψ(R) which, for the reason just explained, can be considered as nearly constant as far as X(R) is concerned. The neglect of the R-variations of Ψ in Eq. (20) constitutes an adiabatic approximation, which means that the back-reaction of the system on the clock is only potential, not kinetic. On the other hand, in Eq. (21) the R-variations of Ψ were kept at least up to first order to get the TDSE. Hence, the system is kinetically affected by the clock. These asymmetrical influences are possible only if the energy of the clock (mṘ/2) is very much larger than the one of the system [7, 8, 11] , which in our case is consistent with the condition m → ∞,Ż 0 stated above.
The ideal-clock ansatz (23) violates the normalization conditions (15)- (17) . To make X(Z) ∈ H C and recover these conditions the amplitude can be considered to be actually a slowly-varying envelope function, so that dA/dZ ≈ 0, A(Z → ±∞) → 0, and Eq. (24) is a good approximation. Then, Eq. (23) is just the WKB approximation [1, 8, 9, 11] . Now, according to Eq. (17) the normalization of the time-dependent wavefunction at each instant of time is guaranteed:
The fact that the global integral dt Ψ(t)|Ψ(t) diverges, because V → ∞ for a linear clock, is immaterial for the consistency of this development [see the discussion below Eq. (18)].
The linear clock has the drawback that in practice the ball will eventually bounce from an obstacle, so this system can afford only a finite record of time. Let us explore a scattering-free model, the cyclic clock [10(b) ]. The archetypical physical realization of this clock is a structureless handle moving at constant angular speed over a circular framework, say in the XY plane, with markings at regular angular intervals. In this case the marginal eigenfunction can be expressed as /2I the moment of inertia and rotational kinetic energy of the handle. Taking the classical limit L Z0 = Iφ, φ(t) = φ(0) + I −1 L Z0 t, using the chain rule (φL Z )Ψ = −i (dφ/dt)(∂/∂φ)Ψ = −i Ψ , neglecting the third term, and performing the gauge transformation analogous to Eq. (27) finally produces the TDSE (28) again. Since the global integral dφ Ψ(φ)|Ψ(φ) = V = 2π, now the time-dependent wavefunction is normalizable with respect to time. The conditions under which this physical system can approximate the ideal cyclic clock are completely analogous to the ones for the linear clock.
Nevertheless, this clock is able to indicate time uniquely only for 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π (mod 2π). To extend its range of applicability we supplement it with a second handle (say the minutes one) independent from the first one (say the seconds one):
For simplicity, we used only the positive sign in the exponent and will assume that the handles have the same moment of inertia. Substitution of this equation into Eq. (21) yields an equation analogous to Eq. (24), whose fourth term is I −1 (L 10L1 + L 20L2 )Ψ(x|φ 1 , φ 2 ). By construction, in the classical limit the first handle performs an integer number of cycles C 1 within each cycle of the second handle, which requires L 10 = C 1 L 20 . Using the chain rule the fourth term becomes
where R = φ 1ê1 + φ 2ê2 and ∇ = (∂/∂φ 1 )ê 1 + (∂/∂φ 2 )ê 2 , withê 1 andê 2 unit vectors. Note that had we taken the right-hand side of the first equality to be −i (d/dt + d/dt)Ψ = −2i Ψ we would have gotten a spurious factor of 2. The choice of Eq. (32) is the correct one since it considers the motion of the clock's state in configuration 2-space, instead of separate motions of each DOF in their respective 1-spaces, as it should because the timedependent wavefunction is defined on the configuration space of the system, not on the physical space. Since the classical trajectory in configuration space returns to the same point after C 1 cycles of the fast handle, now this clock can indicate time uniquely for 0 ≤ φ 1 ≤ C 1 2π
(mod 2π) (mod 2π). Clearly, for a cyclic clock to be able to provide an infinite record of time it must possess an infinite number of handles. In this limit the clock's configuration space has an infinite volume and the timedependent wavefunction is no longer normalizable with respect to time, dt Ψ(t)|Ψ(t) → ∞. We can also consider any combination of linear and cyclic clocks, for example X(Z, φ) = A Z e iPZ0Z/ A φ e iLZ0φ/ , which, according to the discussion above, is also able to provide a global time and give rise to the TDSE (28).
The last two examples convey two important messages: First, if a clock has N DOFs its configuration N -space still defines a global time through the chronogenic fourth term in the left-hand side of Eq. (21) . This is relevant because realistic instruments always interact with their environments, and since we are considering an essentially isolated composite system, we have to take into account such environment as part of the clock. This observation does not clash with the possibility of obtaining a multiple-TDSE by successively shifting the quantal/classical boundary for selected variables [8(d) ]. Second, a periodic system cannot provide an infinite record of time, since its trajectory in configuration space eventually returns to the same point, but a chaotic system can.
The linear and cyclic clocks studied above involve force-free motions (although in the latter there is a constraint). To see if a system involving a force can constitute a good clock as well, let us examine the harmonic clock [8(c)], a simplified physical realization of which is a structureless ball moving in a one-dimensional parabolic potential. We first point out that to be able to synchronize this system with a force-free clock the spacing between markings along the physical trajectory of the ball can no longer be regular but must be adjusted according to its acceleration so that the ticks correspond to regular time intervals. In regions where the de Broglie wavelength of the ball is sufficiently short the marginal eigenfunction can be approximated by Eq. (23). Now the equation analogous to Eq. (26) contains the additional term ( 2Z /2mŻ 3 )Ψ(t), but the TDSE (28) can still be derived from it following a procedure similar to the one employed for the linear clock [8(c) ]. However, the WKB approximation breaks down around the classical turning points [1] , so it would seem that the TDSE emerged only away from such points. This breakdown is a strong objection raised on the semiclassical approach in the context of quantum gravity [9] . It seems to us that this objection arises from the assumption that time must be a continuous parameter. Nevertheless, if one considers a discrete time parameter, as discussed earlier, taking care of not placing markings too near the turning points, this problem can be avoided. Afterwards, if desired, a continuous time parameter can be recovered by interpolation. Similar considerations can be made for systems with more complicated forces. At any rate, for the harmonic model Briggs and coworkers have elegantly shown that the turning-point issue can be circumvented by employing the coherent-states representation of the harmonic mode amplitude [8(c) ]. Nevertheless, it must be noted that this system by itself cannot provide an infinite record of time either (be it discrete or continuous), due to the periodicity of the trajectory or the amplitude. In conclusion, the TDSE can emerge either from analog (continuous) or digital (discrete) clocks.
V. DISCUSSION
We have accomplished our goal of demonstrating that the TDSE is the dynamical evolution law unraveled in the classical limit from a timeless formulation in terms of configurational probability amplitudes conditioned by the values of appropriately-chosen internal clock variables. In so doing, we have unified the CPI [6] and BO/WKB [8, 11] schemes in a single framework.
The pair of basic Eqs. (20) and (21), first derived by Gidopoulos and Gross [19] , involve three main ingredients: (i) the postulate that the state of our essentially isolated composite system is governed by the TISE (2); (ii) the PI of the joint eigenfunction, Eq. (4); and (iii) Hunter's MCF of the joint eigenfunction, Eq. (10) [18] .
Ingredients (i) and (ii) are part of the original CPI, but (iii) is a departure from that approach, which is advantageous for the following reasons. First, the CPI is based on conditional probabilities and Bayes's theorem (5), entailing a modification of the standard formalism of quantum mechanics, whereas our approach is based on conditional amplitudes, leaving essentially intact such formalism, although calling for a small reinterpretation thereof. Second, in the BO/WKB approach the ansatz resembling Eq. (10) is obtained from an expansion of the joint eigenfunction in an adiabatic basis and a subsequent decoupling of the system and clock wavefunctions, requiring the introduction of a largely unspecified average clock potential [8] . To us such detour is unnecessary since Eq. (10) is exact. Furthermore, in the BO ansatz the system and clock have become disentangled, whereas in the MCF they still are fully entangled.
The subsequent unraveling of the TDSE from the exact conditional Eq. (21) involves three additional ingredients: (iv) the existence of good clocks [e.g. Eqs. (23), (30) and (31)], which is the basis of the so-called semiclassical approach in the field of quantum gravity [9, 11] , justified by the adiabatic approximation; (v) the classical limit of the clock variables; and (vi) the neglect of time derivatives of order higher than first [like the one appearing in Eq. (26)], justified in the limit of low rate of change of the clock variables. Ingredients (v) and (vi) are consistent with (iv) if the masses (or related quantities, e.g. moments of inertia) associated with the clock variables are very large.
Relaxation of (vi) entails dealing with a (KleinGordon-like) "second-order TDSE" and all the interpretational problems it conveys [22] . According to the discussion above Eq. (27) these higher-order corrections should be very small in laboratory conditions, although analogous terms may become important in relativistic contexts [9] .
If the requirements necessary for the validity of the classical limit (v) are not fully satisfied it is not possible to obtain a well-defined time parameter through the chain rule of Eq. (25). However, if the adiabatic approximation is still valid, Eq. (24) (with or withoutT C ) provides an effective "equation of motion" with respect to the clock variables.
If the R-variations of Ψ do not happen to be very much smoother than the ones of X, the adiabatic approximation, with its associated neglect of the kinetic backreaction of the system on the clock, breaks down and the WKB approximation (iv) is invalidated [9, 11] . To exactly account for this effect we have to fall back to the basic Eqs. (20) and (21), which contain all the systemclock couplings explicitly. In principle, self-consistent solutions of these equations can be constructed in an iterative fashion, analogously to the way the Hartree-Fock equations are solved in many-body theory. Within the original BO/WKB framework, the prospect of treating the system-clock couplings employing a Hartree-Fock-like self-consistent approach has already been pointed out by Anderson [11(c) ]. Clearly, our treatment rigorously substantiates Andersons notion.
Within refined versions of the CPI, the consequences of the clock's nonideality have been treated from a different perspective by Gambini and coworkers [15] , who have shown that the equation of motion for the system's reduced density matrix contains a weak Lindblad-type term, causing the evolution to be not exactly unitary and, consequently, initial pure states to slowly decohere into mixed states. A direct calculation of the minimum decoherence has been performed by Corbin and Cornish [16] . In our approach, either at the exact or approximate levels of Eqs. (21) or (24), respectively, decoherence does not arise because the quantum state, X(R), of the clock is fully determinate.
It may be objected that the model clocks employed in Sec. IV are too simplistic. After all, the quantum systems studied in laboratories are not "classically correlated" with such simple devices but with the surrounding environment (which may include an actual clock). However, those examples teach us that any system whose configuration space possesses a subset of semiclassical variables R ′ , so that X(R) = χ(R ′′ )Ae 
